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Non-Endoscopic Endo-nasal Dacryocystorhinostomy in a Saddle shaped nose: A Case Report
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Abstract

Introduction: Non Endoscopic endo-nasal dacryocystorhinostomy retains the benefit of an Endo-nasal approach and can be done without using an expensive video endoscope or laser system.

Case presentation: A 22 years old female presented with epiphora and medial canthal mass in her left eye, accompanied by discharge and recurrent conjunctival congestion since childhood. Physical examination revealed loss of height of the nose with discharge in her left eye, and an immobile and non-tender mass below the level of medial canthal tendon. On applying pressure over the lesion there was mucopurulent discharge from both the upper and lower punctum. The bridge of the nose was very flat and external dacryocystectomy was a challenge. A non-endoscopic endo-nasal dacryocystorhinostomy with silicon tube intubation was planned. During the procedure, the bone was lower than normal requiring more bone nibbling. Epiphora was resolved immediately after surgery.

Conclusion: Non-Endoscopic endo-nasal dacryocystorhinostomy has the benefit of doing it through an endo-nasal approach without expensive and space consuming video-endoscope making more room for bone nibbling even in a narrow and deformed nasal cavity.
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scar is more common in young patients having flat nasal bridge or in those with dark skin thus making the endo-nasal approach more ideal for them. (Ozer and Ozer, 2014)

**Case Presentation**

A 22 years old female presented with epiphora and medial canthal mass in her left eye, which was accompanied by discharge and recurrent conjunctival congestion since childhood. There was no history of trauma, surgery, or haemolacria. Physical examination showed a flat nasal bridge with discharge in her left eye, immobile and non-tender mass below the level of medial canthal tendon (Fig 1). On applying pressure over the lesion, there was mucopurulent discharge from both upper and lower punctum. The patient previously visited another eye hospital and was prescribed oral (cloxacillin and amoxicillin) and topical (ofloxacin) antibiotic eye drop with no improvement.

Patient preparation was done by injecting the nasal mucosa with Lignocaine with Adrenaline (1:80,000) and Bupivacaine Hydrochloride(0.5%) then the nasal cavity was packed with the solution.

The nasal cavity was very narrow and it was difficult to hold the speculum in place. On removing the nasal mucosa we noticed that the bony extension (nasal bone and frontal process of maxilla) was too low than normal, so the bone nibbling required nearly double the amount than that we would do for normal individuals. But we did not notice any nasal septum abnormalities. There was very minimal bleeding as compared to the external approach. The procedure was not that difficult as we thought it to be like. Since the nasal cavity was anomalous the nasal speculum was very difficult to hold in place and was extruded many times during procedure.

Once the retinal pipe was seen through the nose, irrigation through upper and lower punctum was done. Once patency was confirmed, silicon tube placement through upper and lower punctum was done. Silicon tube placement was a challenge as the nasal cavity was not normally oriented; it was very difficult using the nasal guard so we used the tip of the suction machine instead to retrieve it. Epiphora resolved immediately after the procedure.

Epiphora and discharge got resolved on examination on the first postoperative day. Patient was discharged with oral antibiotics (amoxicillin and cloxacillin), and topical drops (chloramphenicol and dexamethasone). The patient was asymptomatic in her first follow up at 2 weeks. We removed the silastic tube after 3 month. Lacrimal irrigation is free after the tube removal with no symptoms.

**Figure 1:** Showing the saddle shaped nose and prominent swelling in left medial canthal area.
Discussion

Dacryocystorhinostomy (DCR) is a procedure where the bone lying between the lacrimal sac and the nose is removed and an anastomosis is made between the medial wall of the sac and nasal mucosa. (Rizvi et al., 2011). External DCR has been the choice of surgical approach in the treatment of acquired NLDO till now. (Ozer and Ozer, 2014). Though the Endo-nasal approach was proposed in the late 1800s, this technique...
was renewed only in 1990, by Massaro et al. He started using a transillumination target within the lacrimal sac that guides the placement of the osteotomy (Dolman, 2003). Endo-nasal DCR has similar long term successful outcomes making it a popular treatment modality over the years.(Ozer and Ozer,2014). Endo-nasal DCR allows direct observation of intranasal pathology and direct access to the rhinostomy site. It also creates a small ostium. Decreased equipment cost, faster learning curve, and minimum invasion of nasal cavity are the advantages over endoscopic approach.(Walker et al., 2011) Advantages of Endo-nasal DCR over the external approach are faster recovery, less intraoperative bleeding, faster operative time, and there is no damage to orbicularis oculi muscle, pre-sac fibers, and medial canthal tendon thus pump function is preserved (Eloy et al., 2009). Few reported complication are failure of the intranasal rhinostomy opening, epistaxis, injury to orbit, corneal abrasion, canalicular damage, and sump syndrome (Ozer and Ozer, 2014) We did not encounter any such complications during the surgery there was very minimal bleeding. There are few case reports on Saddle nose deformity in Wegener’s Granulomatosis. Most of them suggest an external approach to be the best modality of treatment (Anthony SL Kwan, 2000, Esben Nasser, 2013). However, our case was not a diagnosed case of Wegener’s Granulomatosis but had saddle shaped nose; and we could successfully do Non-Endoscopic Endo-nasal DCR. So, Non Endoscopic Endo-nasal DCR can be the primary mode of treatment for the majority of cases with NLDO. The time required for both the procedures are the same or even less in cases of non-endoscopic approach(Harugop et al., 2008, Ganguly et al., 2016).

**Conclusion**

Non-Endoscopic Endo-nasal DCR under direct visualization has minimal complications, is cosmetically better and gives surgical results comparable to those of external DCR. It adds the benefit of doing through the Endo-nasal approach without expensive and space consuming video-endoscope making more room for procedure even in narrow and deformed nasal cavities.
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